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Pecos Bill is a 
fictional cowboy from 
Texas.

He had a horse named 
Widow-Maker.  No 
one but Bill could ride 
her!

Pecos Bill was 
raised by coyotes.

Pecos Bill used a 
rattlesnake named      
        Shake as a lasso.

Once, Pecos Bill decided 
to ride a tornado!  He 
went to Oklahoma and 
rode the biggest tornado 
he could!
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Davy Crockett was a 
real man, but he was 
credited 
with many 
tall tales.

Davy was a bear 
hunter.  He was said 
to have killed his first 
bear when he was 
just 3.

He served on the U.S. 
Congress and 
strongly opposed the 
Indian Removal Act.

He is normally seen 
wearing a coonskin 
hat, but this is just an 
image from the 
Disney movie.

Crockett fought and 
died in the Battle of 
the Alamo 
in Texas.
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Calamity Jane was a 
real woman 
who lived in 
the late 1800s.

Jane always acted 
and dressed like a 
man.  She helped to 
stand up for woman’s 
rights.

She got her nickname 
from Capitan Egan 
when she caught him 
falling off his horse.

Calamity Jane loved 
to ride horses.  

She held many jobs 
including army scout, 
Indian fighter, and 
trick shooter.
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Paul Bunyan was a 
fictional man.  He 
was a logger.

Paul was said to be 
63 axe handles tall.

He had a blue ox as a 
pet, named Babe.  
Babe was also very 
large.

The tracks from Paul 
and Babe were so 
large that they made 
the 10000 lakes in 
Minnesota.

Paul trained 
enormous ants to help 
with his logging work 
when there weren't 
enough people.
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Did You Notice...

●  Pecos Bill is a fictional _____________ from __________.

●  He had a __________ named Widow-Maker.

● Pecos Bill was raised by ___________.

● Pecos Bill used a ________________________ named Shake 

as a ____________.

● Once, Pecos Bill decided to ride a

_______________.  He went to 

_________________ to find the

biggest tornado to ride! 
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● Davy Crockett was a __________ man.

● Davy was a __________ hunter.  He was said to have killed 

his first bear at _________ years old.

● Davy served on the U.S. __________ and strongly opposed 

the ___________ Removal Act.

● He is normally seen wearing a 

____________ hat, but this is just

an image from a Disney movie.

● Crockett fought and died in

the Battle of the __________

in ___________.  
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● Calamity Jane was a real woman who lived in the late 

____________.

● Jane always acted and dressed like a _________. 

● She got her nickname from Capitan _________ when she 

caught him falling off his horse.

● Calamity Jane loved to

ride ______________.

● She had many jobs.

List 2 jobs here:

_____________________

_____________________
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● Paul Bunyan was a ______________ man.  He was a logger.

● Paul Bunyan was said to be _______ axe handles tall.

● He had a pet _____ named ________.

● The tracks from Paul and Babe

were so large that they made

the 10,000 ____________ in

Minnesota. 

● Paul trained enormous

__________ to help with

his logging work when

there weren't enough

_________________. 
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